GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

No. 3608/En., Bhubaneswar Dated 03-5-13
R&R-42/13

From
Sri P K Jena, IAS,
Commissioner-cum-Secretary to Govt.

To
All the Collectors.

Sub: - Guideline for Separate dedicated agriculture feeder.

Sir,

I am directed to say that to give a boost to agriculture and to give uninterrupted quality power supply during off peak hours to agricultural sector, the following guidelines may be scrupulously followed.

1. The length of the trunk 11KV line shall be limited to 30 K.M. with 55 MM square conductor feeding to the Clusters (LI points).
2. Schematic line diagram from the nearest 33/11 KV substation up to end point of the feeder, showing the spur lines to the LI points/ bore wells (with name) may be attached with the individual estimates.
3. The DISCOMs overhead charges for supervision, Stock & Storages, T&P and Contingency Charges shall be excluded from the Estimates. The estimates should be prepared as per the OERC approved cost.
4. The Technical specification of all the materials will be as per CAPEX programme.
5. There will be provision of 3rd party inspection as in CAPEX programme.
6. DISCOMs must submit the final estimates feeder wise as per the above guideline alongwith the schematic line diagram by 15.05.2013 to the Energy Deptt., Govt. of Odisha positively.
7. The estimates will be vetted by the Technical committee constituted vide this Deptt. order no 3252/23-04-2013.

Yours faithfully,

Commissioner-cum-Secretary to Govt.

Memo No. 3609/En., Dated 03-5-13

Copy forwarded to RDC, Southern Division, Berhampur/ Northern Division, Sambalpur/Central Division, Cuttack for information.

Commissioner-cum-Secretary to Govt.
Memo No. **3610**/En., Dated **03.5.13**

Copy forwarded to CEO, CESU, Bhubaneswar/MD, WESCO, Burla/MD, NESCO, Balasore/MD, SOUTHCO, Berhampur/CEO, CSO (WESCO, NESCO & SOUTHCO)/MD, OLIC, Bhubaneswar for information and necessary action.

They are requested to follow the above guidelines meticulously.

Memo No. **3611**/En., Dated **03.5.13**

Copy forwarded to CE (P)-cum-CEI (G), Bhubaneswar/Sri J Jena, /Sri C.V Sastry/ Sri B.K. Sisugoswami Technical Consultants of Energy Deptt. for information and necessary action.

Memo No. **3612**/En., Dated **03.5.13**

Copy forwarded to all Officers, Energy Deptt./all DCOs of DISCOMs. / Budget Branch/Guard File (10 copies) for information and necessary action.

Deputy Secretary to Govt.